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Abstract

In this game development project, we explored effective ways of applying object-oriented programming technologies by making a fun and exciting game called TH Tank. TH Tank is a 2D tank shooter game, which includes rich groups of entities with various properties. In this paper, we introduce our design of the game’s core-mechanism, entity definitions, the graphical design of game components, and a few innovative features. Our explorations can be helpful to the development of other games and applications which may involve OOP techniques.
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1 Introduction

Today, with the development of advanced technologies and their applications in games, games possess more and more fantastic and attractive features. Playing games has become a ubiquitous part of many adults and children’s lives (Granic et al., 2014). Although many of the people hold negative opinions against games with concerns of the potential harm from game playing including aggression, addiction, and depression (Granic et al., 2014; Ferguson, 2013), the positive effects of games also have received considerable attention from researchers (Gen tile and Anderson, 2006; Baranowski et al., 2013; Thompson, 2012). Games not only can be used for entertainment purposes, but also contribute to computer science teaching and learning (Cooper and Scacchi, 2015). Learning game development can greatly motivate student learning interest and promote their critical thinking skills (Kosa, 2016)). In this paper, we discuss the development of a game, with explorations of object-oriented programming (OOP) concepts, which are important but usually challenging to computer science students in their university study.

Object-oriented programming is a programming paradigm based on the idea of a collection of interacting objects (Dathan and Ramnath, 2015). A remarkable feature of OOP is its facilities to “the separation of concerns”, a phase described by Dijkstra (Dijkstra, 1974) in 1974. The separation of concerns can be interpreted as separating a program into distinct objects, focused on the functionalities from their own points of view (Glasser, 2009). Through the separation of concerns, we can encapsulate the knowledge of an object for the purpose of access authorization and protection. In addition, the modularization via the objects makes possible the components in one program being reused in other programs. Due to
Figure 1. Upper: the game menu; lower: a screen shot of the game demo. The above beneficial features, OOP has been widely used in many applications. Here we present an exploration of OOP techniques via game development. Developing a video game usually requires knowledge from various aspects, such as computer graphics, software engineering, artificial intelligence, and networks. Here we focus on introducing an application of OOP concepts in developing a shooter game. Our game has entities (such as tanks, bullets, and timer) demonstrating distinct properties. Those entities are defined as classes that encapsulate the attributes such as color, and functionalities such as moving. There are also entities, such as different tanks, sharing some common properties (such as appearance) but different in other properties (such as power) and behaviors (such as attacking and chasing mode). They are implemented by applying two OOP concepts: inheritance and polymorphism. In addition to basic functions of an action game, our game also possesses innovative features by combining some strategy-based game elements. A few random elements are included in the core mechanics, for uncertainties and fun of the game play. Figure 1 shows two screenshots of our game demo.

Our work makes the following contributions. First, we successfully applied the concepts and methodology of OOP in the development of an action game; the experience can be helpful to the development of other games and the applications which involve OOP techniques. Second, we combined features from different game genres, which is a valuable exploration on game development ideas. Third, we introduce a game prototyping and implementation environment – Processing. It is effective in teaching and studying game programming without a complicated user interface and tedious parameter settings, but friendly to novice users. It is worthwhile to mention that all the implementation work was done by an undergraduate CS student, who initially had no OOP knowledge, with instructions by a mentor. During the development process, we explored effective methods for teaching and studying OOP, by relating the abstract concepts to solid game entities and interactions. Although this is a single case exploration, we believe it provides a good start and prepares for our further work especially OOP teaching in computer science or programming training in game industries. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Following the introduction, the section of background will introduce object-oriented programming concepts, related knowledge about games and game development, and the game development tool that we use. The details of our implementation work will be introduced in the game design section. The last section includes a conclusion and also proposes the future work.

2 Background

2.1 Motivation

The motivation of this project comes from the authors’ experience in teaching and learning game programming where object-oriented programming concepts cannot be avoided. Students often show high enthusiasm in game playing but feel frustrated in game programming. The difficulties exist in the understanding of the abstract OOP concepts and how to relate them to specific entities existing in the game world. A common problem that we observed from class (according to the author’s teaching experience in C++, Python, game programming, and object-oriented programming with Java) is the lack of object-oriented thinking. It is also a problem previously mentioned by Beck and Cunningham (Beck and Cunningham, 1989). They pointed out that “the most effective way of teaching the idiomatic way of thinking with objects is to immerse the learner in the ‘object-ness’ of the material”. We believe the entities in a game world can make “‘object-ness’ of the material” concrete and resonant to university students, since everything in a game world is an object such as the monsters, the coins, the obstacles, etc. For most of students, they have the experience of game playing and can naturally understand the objects and how they interact in an object-oriented way.

2.2 Related work

The game we decide to develop is a 2D shooter game with a top-down perspective, due to the simplicity for novice game programmers. In addition, it possess most of key game elements, including various entities such as enemies and bullets, score system, timer, and collision detection mechanism. The most important aspect that we care about is that the implementation of the above elements will be initiated from the developer’s object-oriented thinking, which is a valuable training to OOP study.

Figure 2. Upper: the game Asteroids; lower: the shooter game Nuclear Throne. Both games are with a top-down perspective.

It is well known that shooter games are a subgenre of action games, one of the most popular game genres that are familiar to many people. A milestone of the early shooter games is Asteroids (as shown in the upper of Figure 2) released in 1979 (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004). The objective of the game is to destroy asteroids and saucers by firing shots from a player-controlled triangular spaceship. The spaceship can rotate left and right with the player’s key presses. The player's score increases as asteroids and saucers are destroyed, and decreases as they hit the spaceship.
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The game includes a few levels: once the screen is cleared with asteroids and saucers, the next level starts with more challenges. Even the early asteroids game does not have fancy visual effects, it includes the design of variety and randomness for fun, which is an important feature in modern games (Bjork and Holopainen, 2005). For example, a big asteroid can break into a few small asteroids when it is shot; the small ones move faster and worth more points. The saucers also demonstrate different properties and random behaviors. The above design helps to keep the gameplay tension and player’s fading interest when the game playing time progresses (Adams, 2009). Another example of the later shooter games is Nuclear Throne released in 2015 (Devore, 2015). Compared with the game Asteroids, it includes more various entities – totally 12 characters, each possessing unique abilities. Similar to Asteroids, it also follows a linear level structure, which requires the player to progress level by level until the game over. Undoubtedly Nuclear Throne possesses more interesting features, such as visual and sound effects, entity behaviors, and the design of secret characters. In the above two game examples, we are interested in some features, such as the design of randomness, variety of entities, and some fancy visual effects such as explosion and fading. The most important reason for our decision of making a shooter game similar to the above two examples is that, they are actually simplified versions of larger games that possess necessary components including rendering, physics, artificial intelligence, user control of a character, and non-player characters. We incorporate the features in our game design, and also add novel features from other game genres, in order to make the game more interesting. The details are introduced in section 3.

2.3 Development Tool

The tool that we use for game development is Processing (as shown in Figure 3). Processing is an open source computer language and integrated development environment. Processing can be “used by students, artists, designers, architects, and researchers for learning, prototyping, and production” (Reas and Fry, 2014).

We chose Processing as our programming tool is because it builds on the Java language but with a simplified syntax, which helps students to focus on the object-oriented thinking and game design rather than the language syntax. Compared with Processing’s language, other game programming tools such as XNA and Unity have higher requirement on the game developer’s programming skills, which could be an obstacle for novice game programmers such as students. In addition, Processing is not focused on handling complicated graphical features - most of the graphics produced in Processing is done by CPU instead of graphic card. Codes to render images are much shorter and simpler in Processing, compared with some industrialized graphic IDEs such as OpenGL. This feature allows developers to fully focus on game design and programming aspects other than rendering techniques. We also noticed other elementary alternative tools such as scratch (Wolz, 2009) for game development. However, we agree with Alfredo et al.’s (Alfredo et al., 2017) opinion – there exists a few problems for using Scratch in teaching an introductory programming language for a CS1 course in a videogames major. A typical problem is the lack of necessary programming training due to many manual manipulations.

3 Game Design and Implementation

3.1 Object-oriented thinking and implementation

Object-oriented thinking in our game project involves understanding the entities in the game world, their attributes and behaviors, and the interactions between each other. In the implementation level, we define the above using the OOP concepts including abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism.

Abstract is a key concept of object-oriented programming, while the intention is to reduce the programming complexity by hiding unnecessary implementation details (Dathan and Ramnath, 2015). Abstract is accomplished with definitions of classes and their behaviors. In our game, we create a few abstract object classes and their instances. In each class, we specify the properties or behaviors. For example, we define a class Bullet with a property of position coordinates and behavior of updating its position with time.

Encapsulation is packing the data and actions into a single package (i.e. a class) and via this kind of data hiding can protect the data from outside misuse or interference (Savitch, 2003). In our case, we interpret encapsulation in terms of how the methods of an object are hidden from other objects. For instance, the movement of the player tank is not known to any enemy tank instance.

Inheritance is the mechanism that allows using of an existing class for defining new classes; the new classes (i.e. subclasses) can inherit/share a set of attributes and methods of the existing class (i.e. the parent class). In our game, the general Tank class can be used to create specialized classes representing various kinds of tanks such as PlayerTank and EnemyTank, and each subclass inherits the properties (such as position and health) and methods (such as update of position and collision detection) from the superclass Tank.

Polymorphism allows an operation to take different forms, based on the object types. To be specific, in our case, the behavior of shooting bullets differs in different types of tanks: regular tanks can shoot a regular bullet but have to wait for some time in order to cool down and shoot the next. Boss tanks have high possibilities to shoot a power bullet, based on some randomness settings. It is natural to define the function shootBullets differently for various tank classes.
In Table 1, we list major entities and their properties. More detailed implementation of these entities and application of the above discussed OOP features is shown in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tank</td>
<td>A tank has its center position, and four description points. Those point together determine tank’s location and contour, which will be use in collision detection and rendering. Other properties include orientation, speed, status, health, bullet loading time, aiming time, and visual appearance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Player Tank</td>
<td>It is a child class of the class Tank. It inherits all attributes from the Tank class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enemy Tank</td>
<td>It is a child class of Tank. It inherits all attributes from the Tank class. There are three types of enemy tanks based on their powers/weapons: regular weapon, laser weapon, and the boss tank. They appear with the progression of levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullet</td>
<td>Every bullet has its speed, position, and the damage value it may cause.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacle</td>
<td>The static obstacles are buildings. They have positions, appearances, and life durations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. UML diagram of the tank classes.](image)

### 3.2 Game rewarding

Our game does not involve a complicated story but has a linear progression – the player will progress to the next level once the short term goal in each level is achieved, and finally achieve the long-term goal to destroy the final boss tank. The short term goals can be to destroy a number of enemy tanks, to earn a target score, or to avoid being hit by enemy tanks within limited time. The long-term goal can also be set based on the ideas of the short term goals. For shooter games, an important design principle is that “a player who shoots precisely should do better than one who misses a lot” (Adams, 2009). Based on this principle, our game is designed to reward the player’s performance with respect to the hit ratio, the number of bullets, and the time used. The main reason of using the linear progression layout is for the simplicity: we don’t want to spend much time in the story design stage but on the OOP programming part. For novice student programmers, other more sophisticated layout such as parallel layout (where a variety of paths in lower levels can lead to an upper level) is more challenging and prone to cause frustration.

### 3.3 Game AI

As we finish the work to identify the entities and their static properties as stated in section 3.1, we focus on the behaviors of the entities here especially the enemy tanks. Their moving modes are illustrated in the finite state machine (FSM) shown in Figure 5. Finite state machine is a model of computation that can be used to represent a few states of the agent in a game and their transitions under certain conditions. FSM is widely used in computer game AI design, due to its simplicity and ease for prototyping.

![Figure 5. Finite state machine representing the enemy tank’s behaviors](image)

As shown in Figure 5, the enemy tank has four states (represented as nodes in the graph): patrol, chase, load bullets, and fire. Invoked by specific events, the entity can transit from a state to another, where transitions between states are represented as edges connecting the nodes. In our case, the default moving mode of the enemy tank is patrolling. Once the enemy tank sees the player tank, it will switch to the chasing mode – it will adjust its moving direction and chase the player tank. If it has bullets loaded, it turns its turret to fire at the player tank; otherwise, it loads bullets first and then fire. The enemy tank will stop firing until the player tank is destroyed or moves out of its firing scope.

In the above process, the events that invoke the state transitions are detected at every game frame. As one of the most important events in the game world, collisions in our game take place between the player tank and enemy tanks, the tanks and obstacles, and the tanks and bullets. The collision detection is based on the distance between two objects: if the smallest distance is less than a threshold, a collision takes place and invokes corresponding effects such as sparks and sounds. Here the smallest distance is the minimum of the distances between the registration/key points (centers of red circles and/or green circles in Figure 6 - 9) on each object. To reduce the computing cost, we can use a circle shell
centered at each object for a rough distance detection. Only when an approximated collision happens, we do precise computations of key point collisions. Figure 6 - 9 shows collisions between two tanks, a tank and an obstacle (building), and tanks and shots, respectively.

Figure 6. Collision that take place between two tanks. An animation of explosion on a damaged tank is invoked

Figure 7. A tank collides a building at a key point.

Figure 8. A collision between bullets and tanks.

Figure 9. A tank is hit by the laser beam.

In addition to the collision between regular bullets and tanks, there is another type of collision takes place when a special weapon, laser beam, is used. The enemy tank equipped with the laser weapon can fire a beam, and the player tank will get damaged when any point is hit by the beam, as illustrated in Figure 9. Although this collision appears different from other collisions, the detection method is still the same, but with a different visual effect invoked.

In order to increase the game varieties and add fun to the game play, we involve random elements in this game. For example, when the player or an enemy tank is hit by a regular bullet, there is a 50% of chance it will be set on fire, and the fire will act like a debuff which will slowly eat away HP at a rate of 2 points per second. Another example is the variation of tank motion patterns. Some enemy tanks do not follow a constant pattern of motion - they demonstrate different motion patterns each time when you start the game. The purpose of this feature is to make enemy less predictable therefore adding more uncertainty and fun to the game. Player can play this game repeatedly and getting different fights and results every time.

3.4 Visual effects

In this game we have designed a few visual effects. Some effects are associated with special functions of tanks, such as energy shield and ice bullet. Energy shield is designed to protect the player tank from enemy attack. It can be deployed with a user key press and will last for a period of protection time. It can be invoked again after it expires for a while when cooled down. This design is also applied to the ice bullets. Ice bullets are special ammo that can cause an enemy tank frozen for a few seconds. Similar to energy shell, the ability to fire an ice bullets can only last for short time and will recover later. In the game window the status of these two special functions are visualized as state bars.

Figure 10. The effect of an energy shield protecting a tank from shots.

Figure 11 shows a tank protected by the blue energy shield from shots. The top bar shows the recovery time for the next invoke of the energy shield, and the lower bar shows the health status of the player tank. Figure 11 shows the effect of ice bullets. A tank is frozen and loses the ability of moving and firing when hit by an ice bullet. It can resume its
regular status when the effect of ice bullet expires. The upper bar shows the recovery time to invoke the next ice bullet. The plain red bar just below the ice block, i.e. the hit enemy tank, shows its current health status. The design of ice bullet is actually inspired from some RPG games, where the avatar of the player may be frozen due to poison or harm of weapons. To our knowledge, we have never found the frozen function in previous shooter games. In this game, we build this function, and we believe some features in other genres of games can also contribute to shooter games if incorporated with proper modifications.

In addition to the above visual effects, there are effects invoked by the tank firing and hit enemy tank, such as muzzle, fire, and smoke trail, as shown in Figure 12. To implement these visual effects, we create a muzzle object and allow it to animate. It is placed in front of the tank turret. In a similar way, for the fire effect, we create a fire object and add it on top of the turret and display the fire burning effect for 10 seconds and then fades off. In order to simulate the trajectories of a bullet flying in the air, we create a smoke object and animate it. To implement the animations of the above objects, we define a function updateAppearance() in each class for updating its appearance. At every game frame a sprite sheet is used, from which the function updateAppearance() will fetch a small image. The sprite sheets are shown in Figure 13.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

Learning object-oriented programming concepts is often a challenge for CS students. How to teach these concepts in an effective way is also a question for instructors. In this paper we introduce our experience of teaching and learning OOP via a game development project. The OOP concepts are associated with game objects and behaviors, making the learning and teaching process effective and fun. In our future work, one direction is to emphasize the training in OOP concepts using specific game modules. Developing other genres of games is also possible. We expect to explore more factors that affect the OOP study, and build a more systematic method and apply it to undergraduate computer science courses such as object-oriented programming or programming methodology.
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